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Abstract 
Simple economic theory suggests that imposing a minimum wage will shift the labor market 
equilibrium up the labor demand curve, thereby reducing employment.  However, numerous 
studies have demonstrated that raising the minimum wage in states within the U.S. does not have 
a significant effect on employment for minimum wage jobs.  In this paper, I examine whether the 
expected effect on employment induced by an increase to a state’s or county’s minimum wage can 
be captured through part-time employment.  I use a difference in differences research design 
comparing California and Oregon, for the state analysis, and between San Francisco County and 
Orange County, for the county analysis.  I find that there is no statistically significant effect on the 
part-time employment ratio when a state increases its minimum wage but there is a positive, 
statistically significant effect on the part-time employment ratio when a county increases its 
minimum wage. 
Keywords: Part-Time, Minimum Wage, Employment; 
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1 Introduction 

The policy decision of raising a county, state, or national minimum wage is constantly 

debated as a potential economic solution to reducing the wage gap within the United States.  On 

the one hand, advocates of raising the minimum wage demonstrate that minimum wage employees 

would enjoy a higher standard of living as a result of their increased wages.  On the other hand, 

opponents to raising the minimum wage frequently cite textbook economic models of competitive 

labor markets suggesting that employment would decrease in response to artificially increasing the 

labor market’s minimum wage above its point of equilibrium.  This prediction formalizes the 

intuition that a binding minimum wage increases the cost of employment, thereby reducing the 

demand for employees and resulting in lower employment figures (Stigler, 1946). 

However, the current literature, which is reviewed in the next section, has demonstrated 

that increasing the minimum wage has had little to no impact on either employment figures or 

working hours of full-time employees, especially in the fast-food industry which relies on 

minimum-wage employment (Card & Kreuger, 1993; Stewart & Swaffield, 2008).  Attempting to 

identify an explanation for the counterintuitive observation that raising the minimum wage induces 

insignificant effects on employment figures, Metcalf concludes that managers of minimum wage 

employees practice cost-cutting by means other than decreasing their employment figures 

(Metcalf, 2008).  More generally, the findings of previous studies suggest that there is another 

margin of adjustment affected by the minimum wage which has not yet been measured empirically.  

An aspect of the minimum wage which has not been studied in the current literature is the effect 

that minimum wage laws have on part-time employment, rather than general employment figures. 
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In this paper, I will examine the effect of the minimum wage on part-time employment 

among low-wage workers.  For the analysis section, I conduct two separate difference in 

differences analyses: one to determine part-time employment effects at the state level and a second 

to determine part-time employment effects at the county level.  I look at both state and county 

policy changes to assess whether the equilibrium effects of a minimum wage differ depending on 

local vs. state-wide adoption.  I utilize California and Oregon for the state-level analysis due to 

California maintaining a state minimum wage of $8.00 over a time period where Oregon raised its 

minimum wage from $8.50 to $8.80.  Likewise, I utilize Orange County and San Francisco County 

in California for the county-level analysis since Orange County maintained a minimum wage rate 

of $9.00 over a time period where San Francisco County increased its county minimum wage from 

$11.05 to $12.25.  Both the state and county level analysis use data from IPUMS Current 

Population Survey (CPS).  Specifically, monthly data from June 2011 to August 2012 for the states 

of California and Oregon will be used to determine the state-level effect of the minimum wage on 

part-time employment and monthly data from January 2015 to October 2015 for the counties of 

San Francisco and Orange in California will be used to determine the county-level effect of the 

minimum wage on part-time employment. 

In the analysis of the state and county level effects of raising the minimum wage on part-

time employment, I first demonstrate that outcomes for the treatment and control groups in my 

study move in parallel prior to the policy change, which suggests that my research design is valid.  

I then perform a difference in differences analysis on the state and county level controlling for 

variables such as age and industry.  The analysis of the data does not indicate any statistically 

significant effect on part-time employment as a result of a state increasing its minimum wage but 

does indicate a statistically significant positive effect on part-time employment as a result of a 
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county increasing its minimum wage.  A potential explanation as to why the part-time employment 

ratio increased rather than decreased is that the labor market may not be perfectly competitive.  A 

monopsonistic labor market exhibiting imperfect competition would suggest that an increase in 

the minimum wage could have a positive effect on employment. 

The rest of the paper will be organized as follows.  Section 2 provides a brief overview of 

the current literature on the minimum wage and its effect on employment.  Section 3 outlines the 

data I use to conduct the study and Section 4 describes the empirical strategy for testing whether 

raising the state or county minimum wage resulted in a change to part-time employment.  Section 

5 of the paper presents the results generated by the difference in differences analysis along with a 

discussion of the determined results.  The paper concludes with Section 6 providing an overview 

of the study conducted in the paper and its contribution to the existing literature. 

2 Literature Review 

There have been numerous studies conducted to determine the effects of minimum wage 

laws on employment and working hours within industries that are suspected to be most impacted 

due to their reliance on minimum-wage employment, such as the fast-food industry. 

 Card and Krueger conducted a difference in differences study to determine the effects of 

minimum wage on the fast-food industry using Pennsylvania as the control group, which did not 

pass a new minimum wage law, and New Jersey as the treatment group, which raised their 

minimum wage (Card & Kreuger, 1993).  Card and Kreuger collected data for their regression 

model by contacting fast-food franchise locations in both New Jersey and Pennsylvania in two 

phases: the first phase of the survey was conducted in late February and early March of 1992, prior 

to New Jersey’s adoption of a higher minimum wage, and the second phase of the survey was 

conducted in November and December of 1992, approximately eight months after New Jersey 
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increased its state-wide minimum wage.  They concluded that in the fast-food industry, New Jersey 

experienced an increase in employment after implementing the new minimum wage and, in 

general, the cost burden associated with the higher employment cost was passed on to the 

consumers through higher prices on food items.  Card and Krueger also noted that in their study, 

the effect of minimum wage on the fraction of full-time to part-time employees was ambiguous. 

 Similar to the Card and Kreuger paper, Steward and Swaffield conducted a difference in 

differences study in the UK to determine the effects of a national minimum wage on working hours 

for low-income workers (Stewart & Swaffield, 2008).  Steward and Swaffield used data from the 

annual New Earnings Survey, ranging from April 1994 to April 2000, and quarterly data from the 

Labour Force Survey, ranging from the first quarter of 1997 to the third quarter of 2000.  The 

authors concluded that both male and female low-wage workers experienced an overall hour or 

two decrease in their working hours per week as a result of the national minimum wage increase.  

Additionally, Stewart and Swaffield determined that the effect of the national minimum wage on 

overtime hours was insignificant for both men and women. 

 Furthermore, David Metcalf contemplated several potential explanations to his inquiry of 

why the British national minimum wage had little to no impact on employment (Metcalf, 2008).  

One of the potential explanations Metcalf considers is the manipulation of working hours rather 

than employment numbers pursued by businesses in their attempt to reduce the additional 

operating costs resulting from the higher minimum wage.  The author notes that previous studies 

focusing on general employment numbers of specific industries failed to identify any significant 

effects to employment as a result of changes to the minimum wage; however, a slight decrease to 

employee working hours has been identified, such as the conclusions reached by Stewart and 

Swaffield.  Thus, Metcalf suggests that managers and businesses are proactive about reducing 
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some of their additional operating costs in response to an increase in the minimum wage, further 

suggesting that another potential variable in the labor market is being affected by minimum wage 

laws which has not yet been studied. 

Straying away from the focus of the current quantitative and qualitative literature on 

minimum wages, Manning explores, from a purely theoretical standpoint, the potential effects of 

minimum wage on employment, ultimately concluding that the effect of a minimum wage on 

employment is theoretically ambiguous (Manning, 2016).  Instead of performing quantitative 

studies on general employment, Manning suggests that further research efforts be dedicated to 

creating a model that would estimate the maximum minimum wage that can be adopted before 

adverse effects are experienced by the economy.  The author argues that the critical question to 

answer is not a matter of if the minimum wage negatively affects employment but rather at what 

point does the minimum wage have a significant negative impact on employment.  Thus, 

determining an upper boundary for minimum wage would be more beneficial than continually 

polling the labor market to determine if the minimum wage was raised excessively. 

2.1 Strengths and Limitations of the Literature 

Substantial work has been done with regards to minimum-wage effects on overall 

employment in the currently existing literature.  Some papers, such as the analysis performed by 

Stewart and Swaffield, highlight a slight reduction in the working hours of full-time employees 

after a minimum wage is placed into effect, but the general consensus is that the minimum wage 

does not negatively impact employment, as demonstrated by Card and Kreuger and evidenced by 

Metcalf.  However, the quantitative studies which determine whether the level of employment is 

affected by the adoption of a higher minimum wage focus on general employment numbers, 

typically consisting of full-time employees, while failing to consider part-time employees 
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separately.  Additionally, the current literature tends to focus on national minimum wages, such as 

in the UK, or state mandated minimum wages, such as between Pennsylvania and New Jersey.  

Although setting the scope of the study to either the national or state level minimum wage are both 

important, examining county-level minimum wages is seldom the focus in the currently existing 

literature and has the potential to reveal the impact of minimum wage laws.  A possible 

consideration is that businesses at the county level could more easily relocate labor-intensive 

operations to a different county while interstate or international mobility is more prohibitive to a 

business.  This paper will fill the void in the current literature by focusing on the impact of 

minimum wage laws on part-time employment at both the state and county level. 

3 Data 

To perform the state difference in differences analysis, I will be using data from IPUMS 

Current Population Survey (CPS) that is recorded on a monthly basis.  Specifically, I will be using 

data from June 2011 to August 2012 in order to visualize data several months before and after 

Oregon increased its minimum hourly wage to $8.80 from $8.50.  During this time frame, 

California’s minimum hourly wage remained unchanged at $8.00.  The sample size for Oregon is 

approximately 1,270 per month and the sample size for California is approximately 7,190 per 

month. 

 Similarly, to perform the county difference in differences analysis, I will be using data from 

IPUMS CPS that is recorded on a monthly basis.  I will be using data from January 2015 to October 

2015 in order to visualize data several months before and after San Francisco increased its 

minimum hourly wage to $12.25 from $11.05.  During this time frame, the minimum wage within 

the major cities of Orange County remained unchanged at the state-level minimum wage of $9.00.  
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The sample size for San Francisco County is approximately 160 per month and the sample size for 

Orange County is approximately 600 per month. 

 For both regressions, the main outcome variable of interest will be the fraction of part-time 

employment for each state and county.  The independent variables will include: a dummy variable 

to indicate the treatment state or county and a dummy variable to indicate whether the time period 

is before or after the minimum wage is increased.  The control variables include the age of the 

workers and the industry of employment.  Age will be categorized into three groups: young 

workers (age 18 – 30), established workers (age 31 – 49), and senior workers (age 50 – 64).  

Industry will be categorized into seven groups: construction or manufacturing, retail, lodging or 

transportation, restaurants, wholesalers, services or utilities, and other or unspecified.  Summary 

statistics for the three age groups in each state and county for part-time employees can be found in 

Table 1.  Likewise, summary statistics for the three age groups in each sampled state and county 

for full-time employees is presented in Table 2.  I observe from the summary statistics for age 

groups among the compared states and counties to be well matched, featuring very similar statistics 

for each age group compared.  Additionally, the ratio of part-time workers for each industry 

category (Construction/Manufacturing, Retail, Lodging/Transportation, Restaurants, Wholesalers, 

Services/Utilities, and Other/Unspecified) within each state and county sampled is presented in 

Table 3.  Likewise, Table 4 displays the ratio of full-time workers for each industry category within 

each state and county sampled. I observe that the ratios between part-time and full-time 

employment within each industry is roughly similar between California and Oregon; however, 

Orange County has a much higher ratio of part-time employees within the restaurant and 

lodging/transportation industries than San Francisco County.  I will be accounting for any effect 
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on part-time employment caused by each categorized industry by including industry control 

variables when running the regressions. 

 

Table 1: Summary Statistics for Age Groups of Part-Time Employees 

 
Notes: This table reports summary statistics for part-time employees who are classified within the 
three defined age groups for the states of California and Oregon in addition to the counties of 
Orange and San Francisco in California.  Among the summary statistics for each age group given 
a sample state or county are included the sample count for the age group, the mean age group, the 
standard deviation of ages, the median age, the minimum age, and the maximum age. 
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Table 2: Summary Statistics for Age Groups of Full-Time Employees 

 
Notes: This table reports summary statistics for full-time employees who are classified within the 
three defined age groups for the states of California and Oregon in addition to the counties of 
Orange and San Francisco in California.  Among the summary statistics for each age group given 
a sample state or county are included the sample count for the age group, the mean age group, the 
standard deviation of ages, the median age, the minimum age, and the maximum age. 
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Table 3: Ratio of Sampled Part-Time Workers within Each Industry Group 

 
Notes: This table reports the ratio of part-time 
employees classified by the industry they 
work in for the states of California and Oregon 
in addition to the counties of Orange and San 
Francisco in California. 
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Table 4: Ratio of Sampled Full-Time Workers within Each Industry Group 

 
Notes: This table reports the ratio of full-time 
employees classified by the industry they 
work in for the states of California and Oregon 
in addition to the counties of Orange and San 
Francisco in California. 
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4 Empirical Strategy 
 

I will conduct a difference in differences analysis to determine the impact of the minimum 

wage on part-time employment.  I will also perform a robustness check on the difference in 

differences analysis by establishing in the next section that trends in outcomes for part-time 

employment in California and Oregon are roughly parallel prior to Oregon raising the minimum 

wage.  The same parallel trends assumption will be demonstrated for San Francisco County and 

Orange County prior to San Francisco increasing their local minimum wage. 

I will run the following regression for the state difference in differences analysis: 

                                  𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽1 + 𝛽𝛽2𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽3𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 + 𝜌𝜌(𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖) + 𝛽𝛽′𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖                                (1) 

In the regression, the dependent variable (𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) represents the part-time employment 

variable which varies by state and month and is measured in the regression with a dummy variable 

indicating whether or not each sampled individual is a part-time worker.  The dummy variable 

(𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖) equals 1 if the person sampled lives in Oregon, the treatment state, and 0 if the person sampled 

lives in California, the control state.  The dummy variable (𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖) equals 1 if the sample statistic is 

after Oregon raised its minimum wage, and 0 if the sample statistic is before Oregon raised its 

minimum wage.  (𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) is a vector of control variables to account for the three age groups and seven 

industry categories I defined in the data section.  Additionally, I also run a regression that includes 

an extra dummy variable in the control vector indicating whether the sampled individual is 

typically a part-time worker. 

After performing the state-level analysis, I run the regression (equation 1) again but this 

time for the county difference in differences analysis.  Like before, the dependent variable (𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) 

is the part-time employment variable which varies by county and month and is measured in the 

regression with a dummy variable indicating whether or not each sampled individual is a part-time 
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worker.  The dummy variable (𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖) equals 1 if the person sampled lives in San Francisco County, 

the treatment county, and 0 if the person sampled lives in Orange County, the control county.  The 

dummy variable (𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖) equals 1 if the sample statistic is after San Francisco County raised its 

minimum wage, and 0 if the sample statistic is before San Francisco County raised its minimum 

wage.  (𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) is a vector of control variables to account for the three age groups and seven industry 

categories I defined in the data section.  Additionally, I also run a regression that includes an extra 

dummy variable in the control vector indicating whether the sampled individual is typically a part-

time worker. 

5 Analysis and Results 

5.1 Hypotheses 

This paper will focus on determining the effects of minimum wage on part-time 

employment.  I will be testing the null hypothesis that an increase in the minimum wage has no 

effect on the part-time employment ratio at both the state and county level.  To determine whether 

I can reject this null hypothesis, I will be conducting two, separate difference in differences 

analysis.  First, I will conduct the difference in differences analysis between the states of California 

and Oregon from June 2011 to August 2012 to determine the impact on part-time employment 

when the state minimum wage is increased.  I will then conduct a separate difference in differences 

analysis between San Francisco County and Orange County from January 2015 to October 2015 

to determine the impact on part-time employment when the local minimum wage is increased 

above the state minimum wage. 
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5.2 Parallel Trends Assumption 

To conduct the difference in differences analysis for when a state increases its minimum 

wage, I will be using IPUMS CPS monthly data from June 2011 to August 2012 for the states of 

California and Oregon.  During this time frame, Oregon raised its minimum wage from $8.50 to 

$8.80, effective January 1, 2012, while California maintained its previous state minimum wage of 

$8.00.  The difference in differences model will be used to determine whether part-time 

employment was affected by Oregon’s minimum wage increase.  In order to use the difference in 

differences approach, the parallel trends assumption must be satisfied during the pre-treatment 

period.  Figure 5 displays the part-time employment ratio for both Oregon and California for seven 

months before Oregon raised its minimum wage and seven months after Oregon raised its 

minimum wage.  The vertical red line in Figure 5 indicates when Oregon’s new minimum wage 

took effect.  It is observable from Figure 5 that the part-time employment ratio for California and 

Oregon do follow parallel trends during the pre-treatment period and I can therefore use these two 

states for the difference in differences analysis.  I can also visually observe from the plotted part-

time employment ratio after Oregon raised the minimum wage that no significant deviation from 

California’s control trend is observable with Oregon’s part-time employment ratio. 

To conduct the difference in differences analysis for when a county increases its minimum 

wage, I will again be using IPUMS CPS monthly data from January 2015 to October 2015 for the 

counties of San Francisco and Orange in California.  During this time frame, San Francisco County 

raised its county minimum wage from $11.05 to $12.25, effective May 2015, while Orange County 

maintained its previous county minimum wage at the state level of $9.00.  I will use a difference 

in differences model to determine whether part-time employment was affected by San Francisco 

County’s minimum wage increase.  Once again, to use the difference in differences approach, the  
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parallel trends assumption must be satisfied during the pre-treatment period.  Figure 6 displays 

the part-time employment ratio for both San Francisco County and Orange County for four 

months before San Francisco County raised its minimum wage and five months after San 

Francisco County raised its minimum wage.  The vertical red line in Figure 6 indicates when San 

Francisco County’s new minimum wage took effect.  

It is observable from Figure 6 that the part-time employment ratio for Orange County and 

San Francisco County roughly follow parallel trends during the pre-treatment period.  The greater 

variation in the part-time employment ratio is likely due to the reduced sample size at the county 

level in comparison to the much larger sample size for the state level analysis.  Despite Orange 

County’s and San Francisco County’s rougher parallel trend in comparison to California and 

Oregon, San Francisco County’s part-time employment ratio still exhibited the same trends as 

Orange County during the pre-treatment period.  During the months where San Francisco County’s 
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part-time employment ratio was declining, so was Orange County’s and likewise when San 

Francisco County’s part-time employment ratio began to increase in March 2015 during the pre-

treatment period, Orange County’s part-time employment ratio also trended upwards.  Therefore, 

the two counties exhibited similar trends during the pre-treatment period and can be compared 

using a difference in differences analysis.  I can also visually observe from the plotted part-time 

employment ratio after San Francisco County raised the minimum wage that a potential deviation 

from Orange County’s control trend is observable with San Francisco County’s part-time 

employment ratio, initially decreasing and then increasing above Orange County’s part-time 

employment ratio before Orange County caught up with the higher part-time employment ratio.  

The initial increase to San Francisco’s part-time employment ratio may be attributed to the 

minimum wage increase before some other market forces drove the part-time employment ratio 

for both counties upwards. 
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5.3 Description of Results 

5.3.1 State Difference in Differences 

The regression output for the state difference in differences analysis is summarized in Table 

5.  There were four regressions run to determine the effect of increasing the state minimum wage 

on part-time employment.  The first regression only consisted of the treatment and time dummy 

variables for the difference in differences analysis without including any control variables.  The 

second regression adds age control variables to the difference in differences analysis, categorized 

into the three age groupings previously defined.  The third regression adds additional control 

variables to account for the industry worked by part-time employees.  The fourth regression 

includes an additional control variable which identifies whether or not the sampled individual is 

typically a part-time worker. 

The first regression for the state difference in differences analysis indicates that the 

estimated mean difference in part-time employment between California and Oregon prior to 

Oregon raising their minimum wage is 0.028, which is statistically significant with a p-value of 

less than 0.01.  This means that Oregon’s part-time employment ratio is estimated to be on average 

2.8% higher than California’s part-time employment ratio during the time period before Oregon 

raised its minimum wage.  Additionally, the estimated mean change in part-time employment in 

California from before Oregon raised the minimum wage to after is -0.003, which is statistically 

significant with a p-value of less than 0.1.  This means that California’s part-time employment 

ratio is estimated to decrease by 0.3% over the time frame of observations from the pre-treatment 

period to the post-treatment period.  The difference in differences estimator is also statistically 

significant with a p-value of less than 0.1 and suggests that the estimated mean change between 

California and Oregon’s part-time employment as a result of Oregon raising the minimum wage  
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Table 5: Diff-in-Diff of Part-Time Employment in California and Oregon from June 2011 to August 2012 

 
Notes: This table shows the difference in differences estimator for the effect of state-level minimum wage laws on part-time employment 
controlling for various employee age groups and industries of employment.
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is -0.010.  This result suggests that raising the minimum wage at the state level has a negative 

impact on part-time employment.  Thus, although the result of the difference in differences 

estimator is only significant with a p-value of less than 0.1, the first regression suggests that raising 

the minimum wage at the state level tends to result in a slight decrease to part-time employment. 

The second regression for the state difference in differences analysis adds the age group 

control variables but results in little change to the difference in differences estimators.  All three 

of the age group control variable estimators are statistically significant with p-values of less than 

0.01 and indicate that younger workers, within the age group of 18 to 30, are significantly more 

likely to work for part-time jobs than the other two older age groups.  In fact, the estimated positive 

effect that each age group contributes to the part-time employment ratio decreases as age increases 

which suggests that part-time employees are typically young workers rather than established or 

senior workers in the labor force. 

 The third regression for the state difference in differences analysis adds the industry control 

variables to the previous controls used in the second regression but again results in little change to 

the difference in differences estimator value which is still negative, though no longer statistically 

significant.  All of the industry control variable estimators were statistically significant and capture 

the composition of employees within each industry and their contribution to part-time 

employment.  As expected, the Restaurant industry and Retail industry were the two predominant 

industries most significantly employing a high percentage of part-time employees. 

 The fourth regression for the state difference in differences analysis adds another dummy 

variable indicating whether each sampled individual is typically a part-time employee by choice.  

The difference in differences estimator’s value changed from being slightly negative to slightly 

positive suggesting that the effect on part-time employment ratio caused by Oregon raising its state 
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minimum wage was slightly positive, though the estimator is not statistically significant.  The 

additional control variable is statistically significant and captures much of the variation observed 

in the dependent variable as indicated by the improved 𝑅𝑅2 value of 0.405, which is much improved 

from the prior three regressions. 

 From the regression outputs for the state difference in differences analysis, I observe that 

raising the minimum wage, at the state level, does not have a statistically significant effect on the 

part-time employment ratio.  However, the difference in differences estimator suggests that the 

part-time employment ratio is expected to increase slightly as a result of raising the minimum 

wage, though the results still remain fairly ambiguous.  Constructing a 95% confidence interval 

for the difference in differences estimator from the fourth regression, I observe that the effect of 

state-level minimum wages on the part-time employment ratio can range from -0.00484 to 

0.01084.  The lower and upper boundaries provided by the confidence interval suggest that even 

if the effect of state-level minimum wages on part-time employment is negative, it is minimal 

given the small value of the lower bound for the 95% confidence interval. 

5.3.2 County Difference in Differences 

 The regression output for the county difference in differences analysis is summarized in 

Table 6.  Again, there were four regressions run to determine the effect of increasing the county 

minimum wage on the part-time employment ratio.  Like for the state difference in differences 

analysis, the first regression only consisted of the treatment and time dummy variables.  The 

second regression adds age control variables to the difference in differences analysis, categorized 

into the three age groupings previously defined.  The third regression adds additional control 

variables to account for the industry groups in which employees work.  The fourth regression  
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Table 6: Diff-in-Diff of Part-Time Employment in San Francisco County and Orange County from January 2015 to October 2015 

 
Notes: This table shows the difference in differences estimator for the effect of county-level minimum wage laws on part-
time employment controlling for various employee age groups and industries of employment.
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includes an additional control variable which identifies whether or not the sampled individual is 

usually a part-time worker. 

The first regression for the county difference in differences analysis indicates that the 

estimated mean difference in the part-time employment ratio between Orange and San Francisco 

counties, prior to San Francisco County raising their minimum wage, is -0.018.  This means that 

San Francisco County’s part-time employment ratio is estimated to be on average 1.8% lower than 

Orange County’s part-time employment ratio during the time period before San Francisco County 

raised its minimum wage.  Additionally, the estimated mean change in the part-time employment 

ratio in Orange County, from before San Francisco County raised the minimum wage to after, is 

0.006.  This means that Orange County’s part-time employment ratio is estimated to increase by 

0.6% over the time frame of observations from the pre-treatment period to the post-treatment 

period.  However, not only is this estimated value not statistically significant, but also has a 

standard error greater than the estimated value.  This is likely to due to the large fluctuation in 

Orange County’s part-time employment ratio which is especially observable during the post-

treatment period.  Continuing, the difference in differences estimator is not statistically significant 

but suggests that the estimated mean change between Orange County and San Francisco County’s 

part-time employment ratio as a result of San Francisco County raising the minimum wage is 

0.023.  This result suggests that raising the minimum wage at the county level has a positive impact 

on the part-time employment ratio.  Thus, although the result of the difference in differences 

estimator is not statistically significant, the first regression suggests that raising the minimum wage 

at the county level tends to result in an increase to the part-time employment ratio.  

The second regression for the county difference in difference analysis adds the age group 

control variables and results in a slight change to the difference in differences estimators.  The 
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estimated mean difference in the part-time employment ratio between Orange and San Francisco 

counties, prior to San Francisco County raising their minimum wage, is now -0.025 and 

statistically significant with a p-value less than 0.1.  This means that in this regression with age 

control variables, San Francisco County’s part-time employment ratio is estimated to be on 

average 2.5% lower than Orange County’s part-time employment ratio during the time period 

before San Francisco County raised its minimum wage.  Additionally, the difference in differences 

estimator increased in value to 0.027, although remains statistically insignificant.  With respect to 

the age group control variables, I observe the same pattern as with the state difference in 

differences analysis in that younger workers represent a greater proportion of part-time employees 

than older workers. 

The third regression for the county difference in differences analysis adds the industry 

control variables to the previous controls used in the second regression and again results in a 

change to the difference in differences estimators.  In the third regression, the difference in 

differences estimator is now statistically significant, with a p-value of less than 0.05, and suggests 

that the estimated mean change between Orange County and San Francisco County’s part-time 

employment ratio as a result of San Francisco County raising the minimum wage is 0.044.  This 

result suggests with a higher confidence that raising the minimum wage at the county level has a 

positive impact on the part-time employment ratio.  With respect to the industry control variable 

estimators, I observe a similar pattern to the state difference in differences analysis in that the 

Restaurant industry and Retail industry were the two predominant industries that employed a high 

percentage of part-time employees followed closely by the lodging and transportation industry. 

The fourth regression for the county difference in differences analysis adds another dummy 

variable indicating whether each sampled individual is typically a part-time employee by choice.  
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The difference in differences estimator’s value decreased to 0.033 but remains statistically 

significant with a p-value less than 0.05 and reaffirming that raising the minimum wage at the 

county level has a positive impact on the part-time employment ratio.  The additional control 

variable is statistically significant and captures much of the variation observed in the dependent 

variable as indicated by the improved 𝑅𝑅2 value of 0.453, which is much improved from the prior 

three regressions. 

 From the regression outputs for the county difference in differences analysis, I observe that 

raising the minimum wage at the county level has a statistically significant effect on part-time 

employment and suggests that in response to a county minimum wage increase, part-time 

employment is expected to slightly increase.  This observation is contradictory to the intuition 

from competitive labor market models which suggest that employment should decrease due to the 

higher cost of labor.  One possible explanation for this observation follows the logic of Metcalf 

that businesses are minimizing their operating costs by relying more on part-time employment than 

full-time employment, hence the observed increase in the part-time employment ratio.  Another 

possible explanation is that the labor market is not in perfect competition for the counties sampled.  

Considering a monopsonistic labor market rather than a labor market in perfect competition, it is 

entirely possible that an increase to the minimum wage has a positive effect on employment as 

long as the marginal product of labor is greater than its cost.  Given that the previous literature, 

which has considered additional states and time periods than the ones presented in this study, 

observe similar effects on employment as discovered in this study, the monopsonistic labor market 

theory is more plausible. 
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5.3.3 Shortcomings 

One drawback associated with the design of this study is that I utilize only one control and 

treatment group, observed over one time period for each, for both the state and county level 

analysis.  Consequently, I cannot rule out the possibility that random shocks to the labor market, 

which are either group dependent or time dependent, are affecting the observed results.  To account 

for the potential of state or county specific effects on the labor market, this research design can be 

improved upon by utilizing several states and counties for the state and county level analysis.  

Additionally, to account for the possibility of time-dependent shocks to the labor market, utilizing 

several time periods for each analysis would also improve the research design of this study.  The 

additional states and counties would also enable the regressions to be run with clustering on the 

states and counties.  I was unable to perform clustering on either the states or counties in this study 

which potentially resulted in underestimated standard errors for the regression statistics.  The 

inclusion of additional control and treatment states and counties would enable a future research 

design to employ clustering on states and counties to obtain more accurate regression statistics that 

also account for state-specific effects to the labor market. 

6 Conclusion 

The current literature studying the impact of minimum wage laws on employment 

demonstrated that raising the minimum wage had little to no significant impact on employment 

figures.  The results of these studies were surprising since classical economic thought would 

suggest that artificially driving the price of labor above the market equilibrium would result in 

labor demand decreasing; thus, employment should have decreased.  This paper aimed to fill a 

void in the currently existing literature by observing the impact of minimum wage laws on part-

time employment, a dependent variable that has not been focused on by previous literature.  
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Additionally, this paper does not focus on only observing the effects of state minimum wage laws, 

but also evaluates the effect on part-time employment when a county within a state raises their 

minimum wage. 

 In this paper, I observe the effects on the part-time employment ratio at the state level, 

between California and Oregon over a period of time where Oregon raises the state minimum wage 

while California does not, and at the county level, between Orange and San Francisco Counties 

over a period of time where San Francisco County raises the county minimum wage while Orange 

County does not.  I demonstrated that the parallel trends assumption holds during the pre-treatment 

period for both states and both counties used in the subsequent difference in differences analysis.  

At the state level, I observe that the impact on the part-time employment ratio is not statistically 

significant as a result of Oregon raising its minimum wage, but the estimator suggests that a state 

raising its minimum wage has a slight positive effect on part-time employment.  At the county 

level, I observe that the impact on the part-time employment ratio is statistically significant as a 

result of San Francisco County raising its minimum wage.  The county difference in differences 

estimator suggests that a county raising its minimum wage has a positive effect on part-time 

employment. 

 One of the main shortcomings to this paper is that only one pair of states and counties are 

considered in the difference in differences analysis which makes it difficult to discount potential 

state or county specific effects on the labor market.  Also, since only one time period for the state 

and county level analysis is considered, time-dependent shocks, which could have affected the 

observed results on part-time employment, cannot be discounted.  Additionally, the inclusion of 

multiple control and treatment states and counties would allow for clustering on states or counties 

when running the difference in differences analysis, which would produce more accurate 
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estimators and standard errors.  Nevertheless, I find that artificially raising the statutory minimum 

wage has a positive effect on the part-time employment ratio more-so at the county level than at 

the state level.  
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